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Clear, credible long-term policies are critical for investors to integrate climate change considerations into 
their decision-making processes and to support investment flows into a low-carbon economy and into 
measures for adaptation. Global emissions of greenhouse gases must be cut significantly in order to avoid 
dangerous climate change with catastrophic economic and social consequences. We therefore call on 
world leaders to reach a strong post-2012 climate change agreement in Copenhagen in December. 

This document sets out the perspective of institutional investors on climate change and the key elements of 
a global agreement that will drive the financial flows necessary to address climate change. The Statement is 
supported by 181 investment institutions, which collectively represent assets of 13 trillion US dollars. A full 
list of signatories is provided at the end. The Statement was produced by the Institutional Investors Group on 
Climate Change (IIGCC), the Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR), the Investor Group on Climate Change/
Australia and New Zealand (IGCC Australia/New Zealand) and the UNEP Finance Initiative (UNEP FI). 

As investors, we have a critical role to play in responding to the climate change challenge. Private capital 
is essential to achieving the transformation to a low-carbon economy and for contributing to the delivery 
of mitigation and adaptation measures. Through the allocation of capital, and by engaging with companies 
in our portfolios, investors can influence how companies respond to climate change. It is therefore critical 
that heads of state and policymakers understand how climate change-related public policy will influence 
investment decisions.

To address our concerns, a global agreement should include:

A global target for emission reductions of 50-85% by 2050
Developed country emission reductions targets of 80-95% by 2050 with interim targets of 25-40% 
backed up by effective national action plans
Developing country action plans that deliver measurable and verifiable emission reductions 
Government support for energy efficiency and low-carbon technologies
Measures that support the move to an effective global carbon market, including ambitious caps, fair 
and efficient allocation of allowances and links between different trading schemes
Revisions to the Clean Development Mechanism to ensure real, permanent and verifiable emission 
reductions
Public financing mechanisms that leverage private sector finance for investment in developing 
countries
Measures to reduce deforestation and promote afforestation
Support for adaptation to unavoidable climate change impacts
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Background

Why does climate change matter to investors?

Institutional investors are concerned with climate change and climate policy because these will have an 
impact on the global economy as well as on individual assets. 

As global institutional investors, we manage diversified portfolios that invest in a cross section of assets, 
companies, sectors and markets. Therefore, risks such as climate change that threaten to disrupt the global 
economy are significant risks that investors have to manage. Leading studies indicate that the economic 
costs from climate change will increase the longer the world waits to take action�. Any delay in reducing 
emissions significantly increases the risk of more severe climate impacts as it locks in more carbon-intensive 
infrastructure and development pathways. 

Beyond the potential macroeconomic impacts, investors are concerned about the ways in which climate 
change and climate policy will affect their investments in individual companies and assets. These investments 
may be affected by the weather-related impacts of climate change, regulatory and fiscal measures directed 
at reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and consumer or other public pressures to take action on climate 
change. Investors are also interested in the opportunities created by the need to respond to climate 
change. These can lie in direct investment in low-carbon infrastructure or energy efficiency, as well as in 
opportunities for the companies in which we invest to offer climate friendly products and services in areas 
such as renewable energy or insulation. These climate risks and opportunities may have significant financial 
implications for individual companies and may therefore affect the performance of investment portfolios. 

Why a global agreement is critical for financing a low-carbon economy

In order for investors to integrate climate change considerations into decision-making processes and to re-
allocate capital toward a low-carbon economy, clear and appropriate long-term policy signals are essential. 
Currently, the level of integration is hampered by policy uncertainty, weak policy and short time horizons.

A strong global agreement will underpin investor confidence in the direction that regional and national 
climate policy will take and will support investors in their engagement with companies. Moreover, a stable 
investment climate requires a smooth transition from the current policy framework that ends in 20�2. 
Therefore, it is important that a new binding global agreement is reached by the UN Framework Convention 
on Climate Change Conference of the Parties in Copenhagen in December. We believe the post-20�2 
framework should contain the elements set out below to provide companies, governments and investors with 
the incentives to act quickly and efficiently in tackling climate change. 

� Based on the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate Change, 30 October 2006.
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A Targets

�	 A	global	target

A long-term global target for greenhouse gas emission reductions is essential to give investors confidence 
about the future direction of climate policy. Investment decision-making is hampered by policy uncertainty 
and the absence of a binding reduction target. The target should be informed by the best available scientific 
information based on the emission levels required to avoid dangerous levels of climate change. To this end, 
we support a target based on the latest scientific findings by the internationally-recognised Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), acknowledging that scientific knowledge continues to evolve. The IPCC’s 
Fourth Assessment report indicates that global greenhouse gas emissions should decline by 50–85% by 
2050 (against a base year of 2000) to prevent dangerous effects2. 

�	 Targets	for	developed	countries

We acknowledge that developed countries should take the lead in making absolute emission reductions on 
the basis of equity and in line with their common but differentiated responsibilities. Developed countries 
should therefore take on ambitious and binding long-term national greenhouse gas emission reduction 
targets, with credible mechanisms to ensure compliance. We, as investors, support a target based on the 
latest IPCC study that indicates that developed countries must reduce their emissions by 80–95% by 2050 
with developing countries also making substantial reductions3. 

Developed countries should also set ambitious medium-term targets. These will give investors greater 
confidence that countries will put in place timely and specific action plans for meeting long-term targets. 
We support a medium-term target based on the latest IPCC study that indicates that developed countries 
should reduce their emissions by 25–40% by 2020 (against a base year of �990)4. 

Specific national caps within this range should be determined through an assessment of the mitigation 
potential, costs, and capabilities for each country. 

The targets for developed countries will only be credible if backed up by clear national action plans that 
lay out how different countries will meet their medium- and long-term targets. Countries should design and 
implement domestic policies to achieve their emission reduction targets in ways that are appropriate to their 
national circumstances. 

Policies should encourage the most cost-effective emissions abatement measures, including energy efficiency, 
carbon market mechanisms and support for renewable energy. Countries should include all sectors in this 
mitigation effort, with specific attention to the primary greenhouse gas emitting sectors, including energy 
generation, transportation, construction and use of energy in buildings as well as deforestation/land use change. 

2 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): AR4 Synthesis Report, Contribution of Working Group III to the 4th 
Assessment Report of IPCC, p. 39. The Investor Statement uses baseline years as they are reported in the source materials.

3 Gupta, S., D. A. Tirpak, N. Burger, J. Gupta, N. Höhne, A. I. Boncheva, G. M. Kanoan, C. Kolstad, J. A. Kruger, A. Michaelowa, 
S. Murase, J. Pershing, T. Saijo, A. Sari, 2007: Policies, Instruments and Co-operative Arrangements. In Climate Change 
2007: Mitigation. Contribution of Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, pg. 776. Based on stablisation at low emission levels (i.e. 450 ppm CO2-eq).

4 As before, based on low concentration levels 450 ppm CO2–eq.
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�	 The	role	of	developing	countries	

The single most significant driver of private sector investment in renewable energy and other low-carbon 
technology is strong, stable, transparent and credible national policy. We recognise that the involvement 
of developing countries in global efforts to reduce climate change should be fair and based on common 
but differentiated responsibilities. It should also address their needs for development and poverty 
reduction. 

While many developing countries do not see it as equitable for them to assume absolute binding emission 
reduction targets at present, from an investment perspective, it is critical that developing countries, 
especially the highest emitters, commit to such targets as soon as possible to reduce policy uncertainty and 
drive low-carbon investment. 

Prior to this, a more stable investment climate would be created if developing countries committed to national 
action plans that deliver measurable and verifiable reductions in emissions. This would provide investors 
with added confidence and clarity about the direction of climate policy in these countries. Developing 
countries’ policies should be appropriate to national circumstances, and might include energy intensity 
goals, energy and fuel efficiency standards, measures to reduce deforestation, or sector-based approaches 
as interim objectives. 

These national strategies could provide the basis for a partnership between developing and developed 
countries, where the latter provide incentives for mitigation in developing countries, including technological 
and financial support (see below) and assistance for capacity building (institutional/policy development) 
and for adaptation measures.  

As investors, we would welcome an international system that registers, oversees and reviews national 
action plans, and offers support and advice to developing countries on the design and implementation of 
effective policies.

B Policy instruments

Emission reduction targets will only be credible if supported by appropriate action plans at the national, 
regional and international levels. 

We believe that a global agreement should facilitate the research, development, demonstration and 
deployment of low-carbon technology. Particular attention should be paid to energy efficiency as the most 
cost effective medium-term greenhouse gas mitigation option5 and to continued incentives to increase the 
share of renewable energy generation. 

From an investment perspective, a global agreement should provide support for a wider, more integrated 
and more liquid carbon market and for public-private financing mechanisms.

We acknowledge that cap-and trade systems and public financing mechanisms will not be able to provide a 
comprehensive solution to climate change mitigation across all sectors. Therefore, such systems could be 
complemented by other policies appropriate to national circumstances, e.g. incentives, regulations, product 
and process standards, including institutional frameworks to enforce these, and/or taxation.  

5 See UNEP Finance Initiative (2009) Energy Efficiency and the Finance Sector.	
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�	 Low-carbon	technology	and	energy	efficiency

Investment in technology is critical to tackling climate change. We believe that a global agreement should 
encourage countries to offer continued incentives for investing in low-carbon technologies, including 
those that improve energy efficiency and increase the share of renewable energy generation. Government 
support is also required for early stage technologies and research, development and deployment (RD&D), 
where private investment is not forthcoming. In particular, we believe a global agreement should facilitate 
government support for: 

The development of essential technologies that are technically proven but require different levels and 
types of public support to achieve large-scale deployment, e.g., carbon capture and storage (CCS), 
advanced biofuels, and next-generation solar power; 
Early stage clean technologies that are not yet commercially viable; 
RD&D into additional break-through technological solutions.

In addition, we support measures, mechanisms and vehicles to encourage technology transfer from developed 
to developing countries, while at the same time protecting intellectual property and contract rights. 

�	 Toward	an	effective	global	carbon	market�

We favour the continuation of existing or planned cap-and-trade schemes. Emissions trading provides a 
cost-effective way to achieve absolute emission reductions and significantly reduces mitigation costs by 
allowing emission reductions to be made where they are least expensive. Existing systems also provide a 
mechanism for private sector investment flows to developing countries, which can support mitigation efforts 
in these countries (see CDM below).

In order for carbon markets to fulfil their potential, the caps need to be ambitious enough to deliver a carbon 
price that incentivises action and the allocation of allowances needs to be fair and efficient. In addition, we 
hope to see a post-20�2 framework that facilitates an expanded and more liquid global carbon market, with 
links between well-governed and transparent trading schemes of different countries, regions and sectors.

�	 Greater	scale	and	reform	of	CDM	mechanism

The complexities of administering the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) have so far limited both 
investment flows and emission reductions. There are also questions about the environmental integrity of 
the CDM. Therefore, we support a full review of the CDM mechanism and institutional frameworks with the 
aim of expanding, strengthening and streamlining the approval process in order to ensure the quality, scale 
and efficiency of emission reductions generated in developing countries. This will enable us to invest with 
greater confidence in carbon markets and carbon mitigation programmes. 

In reviewing the CDM, special attention should be paid to areas where it has failed to attract significant 
private capital, either in terms of a particular sector (e.g. energy efficiency; reforestation and afforestation), 
region (e.g. Africa) or scale (e.g. smaller project sizes; programmatic activities)7.

6 See Toward an Effective Carbon Market, IIGCC, 2009.
7 See Financing a Global Deal on Climate Change, UNEP Finance Initiative, 2009.
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�	 Public	financing	mechanisms

Governments should consider non-carbon markets financing mechanisms by which non-carbon 
market private money can be leveraged by the public sector for technology deployment in developing 
countries8. 

Multilateral and bilateral development finance institutions could establish mechanisms whereby private 
sector institutions from both developed and developing countries could access packages of support to allow 
the establishment of large-scale infrastructure, real estate, private equity or energy efficiency funds investing 
in climate change mitigation. These support mechanisms could draw on existing and emerging experience 
of using various debt and equity instruments (e.g. debt guarantees and first loss equity positions) backed 
up by targeted export guarantees and political risk insurance. Funding under these mechanisms should be 
linked to national emission reduction action plans registered and overseen under the post-Kyoto regime.

Bonds guaranteed by OECD governments, in principle, offer an attractive way to raise large sums from 
capital markets for climate financing. However, it will only be possible to raise significant sums if the risk-
return characteristics of such “climate” bonds are competitive with those of “normal” bonds. 

C Other elements of a global agreement

�	 Support	for	measures	to	reverse	deforestation	and	support	afforestation

We believe a global agreement should provide support for measures to reverse deforestation and to enhance 
the role of forests as carbon sinks.

National and international structures (legal, governance and administration) will be necessary to support 
capacity building to reduce deforestation, support reforestation, and manage and monitor emissions from 
forests in both the developed and developing world. The international framework should help to facilitate 
this and any financial support, both public and private, that is required to ensure the world’s forests are 
utilized effectively as carbon sinks. We welcome the work being undertaken to reach an agreement on REDD 
(Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation).

�	 Support	for	adaptation	to	the	unavoidable	physical	impacts	of	climate	change

There is considerable uncertainty over the ways in which the unavoidable physical impacts of climate 
change will vary across locations, markets and companies. As investors we recognise that the physical 
impacts from climate change will have far-reaching consequences, such as rising costs of insurance and 
scarcity of key resources, including water scarcity risks. At present, both government and private sector 
investment in adaptation is inadequate across the globe.

A global agreement should provide support for action at regional and national levels to better predict, 
prepare for and respond to the physical impacts of climate change. The global climate negotiations present 
an opportunity to build a foundation and framework to drive the development of national and regional 
adaptation and emergency response plans. 

8 See Non-Carbon Market Financing Mechanisms for Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation in Developing Countries, IIGCC, 
2009; and Financing a Global Deal on Climate Change, UNEP Finance Initiative, 2009.
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Adequate funding is a prerequisite for climate change adaptation. The Adaptation Fund in the Kyoto Protocol 
is a first step, but further measures to ensure consistent and adequate financing are vital. 

We cannot insure our way out of the need to both mitigate and adapt to climate change. However, insurance 
has a role to play, especially when appropriately linked with systematic risk management and reduction 
efforts, and enhanced access to private insurance markets and new technologies to improve climate 
resilience will also help to reduce the costs of climate change9.

All of these measures would encourage greater confidence that climate-related risks to assets are understood 
and being minimised.

Conclusion

Clear, credible long-term policies are critical for investors to integrate climate change considerations 
into their decision-making processes and to support investment flows into a low-carbon economy and 
into measures for adaptation. A timely post-2012 climate change agreement involving all countries and 
containing appropriate long- and medium-term emission reduction targets is essential to supporting 
investor confidence. The global agreement must facilitate and encourage strong national action plans in 
order for us to help meet the climate challenge. 

9 See Financing a Global Deal on Climate Change, UNEP Finance Initiative, 2009.
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Signed by
Organisation Name Title
access bank - investment bank aigboje aig-imoukhuede ceo
acuity investment management ian ihnatowycz ceo/President
aegon asset management erik van houwelingen chairman of the executive committee
alfred berg Patrick van de steen ceo
allianz global investors dr. Joachim faber ceo
amP stephen dunne managing director
aP1 (first swedish national Pension fund) Johan magnusson ceo
aP2 (second swedish national Pension fund) eva halvarsson ceo
aP3 (third national swedish Pension fund) Kerstin hessius ceo
aP4 (fourth swedish national Pension fund) mats andersson ceo
aPg Paul spijkers cio
aPrionis Jacques nozach directeur général du groupe 
aquila capital structured assets gmbh roman rosslenbroich and dr. dieter rentsch ceo/cio
arkx investment management Pty ltd geoff evison managing director
asn bank ewoud goudswaard ceo
atP lars rohde ceo
australian ethical investment ltd anne o’donnell ceo
aviva investors london Paul abberley ceo
bank negara indonesia felia salim vice President & director
bank sarasin & cie ag burkhard P. varnhold cio
banKinter s.a. Jaime echegoyen ceo
baptist missionary society Pension trust ltd roger P. short chairman
bâtirente inc daniel simard general co-ordinator (comité syndical national 

de retraite)
bbc Pension trust Peter dunscombe head of Pensions - investments
bedfordshire Pension fund geoff reader head of Pension fund management
blackrock Quintin Price cio for equities in emea Pacific
bnP Paribas investment Partners Philippe marchessaux ceo
boston common asset management geeta aiyer President
british columbia investment management 
corporation (canada)

doug Pearce ceo/cio

bt financial group rob coombe ceo
btPs nigel labram head of hPfm
caledonia Wealth management, ltd. david mcmillan and tim barnett co-founders
california Public employees’ retirement system anne stausboll ceo
california state controller John chiang state controller
california state teachers’ retirement system Jack ehnes ceo
california state treasurer bill lockyer state treasurer
calvert asset management company, inc. barbara Krumsiek President & ceo
capital innovations michael underhill ceo
capricorn investment group ion Yadigaroglu managing Partner
catholic healthcare West michael blaszyk executive vice President and ceo
catholic super frank Pegan ceo
cb richard ellis investors giles King managing director uK
cbus david atkin ceo
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ccla investment management ltd michael Quicke ceo
central church fund of finland the reverend canon risto Junttila chancellor of the church council
central finance board of the methodist church bill seddon ceo & investment manager
christian super tim macready cio
christian brothers investment services, inc. francis g. coleman executive vice President 
christopher reynolds foundation andrea Panaritis executive director
church commissioners for england andrew brown ceo
church of england Pensions board shaun farrell ceo
church of sweden anders thorendal cio
clearbridge advisors, legg mason Peter sundman ceo/President
climate change capital shaun mays ceo
colonial first state global asset management mark lazberger ceo
compton foundation marshal J. compton President
connecticut state treasurer denise l. nappier state treasurer
crédit agricole asset management group Pascal blanqué ceo
daegu bank chun-soo ha ceo/chairman of the board
dexia asset management Wim vermeir cio
deutsche asset management Kevin Parker global head of asset management
dnb nor rune bjerke ceo
domini social investments amy domini founder and ceo
edgewood Partners llc mary K. barrett managing Partner
environment agency active Pension fund howard Pearce head of environmental finance and Pension fund 

management
epworth investment management ltd  bill seddon ceo 
equilibrium capital group david chen managing member
erste-sParinvest harald egger cio
essex investment management, llc christopher P. mcconnell ceo, managing Principal
esssuper michael dundon acting ceo
ethos foundation dominique biedermann ceo
eureka funds management limited niall mccarthy director
eurizon capital sgr, intesa sanpaolo group francis candylaftis ceo
f&c management limited alain grisay ceo
fira - Pensions scheme rodrigo sánchez mújica ceo
first affirmative financial network, llc george r. gay ceo
five oceans asset management ross Youngman ceo
fonds de réserve pour les retraites (frr) antoine de salins executive director 
friends fiduciary fund constance brookes executive director
generation investment management llP david blood senior Partner
government employees Pension fund of south 
africa 

John oliphant head: investments and actuarial

greater manchester Pension fund steven taylor head of Pensions investments
green century Kristina curtis President
groupama asset management francis ailhaud ceo
health super belinda morieson director
henderson global investors andrew formica ceo
hermes equity ownership services ltd colin melvin ceo
hermes fund managers ltd rupert clarke ceo
hesta super fund anne-marie corboy ceo
hsbc global asset management mark mccombe ceo
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illinois state board of investment ronald e. Powell chairman of the board
illinois state treasurer alexi giannoulias state treasurer
ilmarinen mutual Pension insurance company timo ritakallio cio
impax asset management ian simm ceo
industry funds management Pty ltd damian moloney ceo
inhance investment management Kerry ho ceo
ing group Jan hommen chairman executive board
insight investment management limited abdallah nauphal ceo
interamerican insurance group george Kotsalos ceo
interfaith center on corporate responsibility laura berry executive director
invicta capital mohammed Yusef ceo
Joseph rowntree charitable trust susan seymour trustee and chair of investment committee
Kbc asset management antoon termote managing director
KPa Pension lars-Åke vikberg ceo
land bank of the Philippines gilda e. Pico ceo
landesbank baden Württemberg rudolf Zipf member of the board
living Planet fund management company s.a. chiew Y. chong managing director
local government super Peter lambert ceo
london Pensions fund authority mike taylor ceo
maine state treasurer david lemoine state treasurer
maryland state retirement agency r. dean Kenderdine executive director
maryland state treasurer nancy K. Kopp state treasurer
merck family fund Jenny russell executive director
meritas mutual funds gary a. hawton ceo
merseyside Pension fund Peter Wallach head
missionPoint capital Partners     mark schwartz chairman
mutualista Pichincha mario burbano de lara ceo
nathan cummings foundation lance e. lindblom President & ceo
national union of Public and general employees 
(nuPge)

larry brown national secretary-treasurer

needmor fund david beckwith executive director
nevada state treasurer Kate marshall state treasurer
new Jersey division of investment and investment 
council

orin s. Kramer chairman

newton investment management limited  campbell Watterson  deputy cio
new York city comptroller William c. thompson Jr. city comptroller
new York state comptroller thomas P. dinapoli state comptroller
newground social investment bruce t. herbert, aif ceo
nordea funds sweden erik feldt ceo
norfolk Pension fund nicola mark head of Pension fund
norges bank investment management Yngve slyngstad ceo
north carolina treasurer Janet cowell state treasurer
oregon state treasurer ben Westlund state treasurer
PaxWorld management corp. Joseph f. Keefe ceo
Pbu - Pædagogernes Pensionskasse (Pension 
fund of early childhood teachers) 

leif brask-rasmussen ceo

Pensioenfonds vervoer Patrick a. groenendijk ceo
Pension Protection fund ian mcKinlay ceo
Pggm investments Johan van der ende cio
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Pictet asset management renaud de Planta managing Partner
Portfolio21 leslie e. christian ceo & cio
Presbyterian church usa bill somplatsky-Jarman associate for mission responsibility through 

investment and environment Justice
Prudential Portfolio managers south africa bernard fick director
rcm neil dwane cio, europe
rei super mal smith ceo
rhode island general treasurer frank t. caprio general treasurer
robert brooke Zevin associates, inc. (rbZa) robert Zevin President
robeco roderick munsters ceo
sam sander van eijkern ceo
schroders alan brown cio
scottish Widows investment Partnership dean buckley managing director
société générale frédéric oudea ceo
souls funds management neil schafer ceo
south Yorkshire Pensions authority John hattersley cio
sPf beheer bv marcel andringa cio
standard life investments Keith skeoch ceo
starfish ventures ivor frischknecht investment director
statewide superannuation bill Watson acting ceo
storebrand group idar Kreutzer ceo
swiss reinsurance company david blumer head of financial markets / member of executive 

committee
the church in Wales John holdsworth chairman, ethical investment group
the co-operative asset management Paul sharman cio
the co-operators group ltd. Kathy bardswick President & ceo
the russell family foundation richard Woo ceo
toronto atmospheric fund Julia langer executive director
tri-state coalition/sisters of st. dominic of 
caldwell, nJ

Patricia a. daly executive director

trillium asset management cheryl smith President
triodos investment management Joan sebastiaan rüter managing director 
unisuper management terry mccredden ceo
unitarian universalist association tim brennan treasurer & chief financial officer
united methodist church general board of 
Pension and health benefits

barbara boigegrain general secretary

united reformed church reverend roberta rominger general secretary
universities superannuation scheme roger gray cio
veris Wealth Partners michael lent Partner and cio
vermont state treasurer Jeb spaulding state treasurer
vicsuper bob Welsh ceo
vision super rob brooks ceo
vontobel asset management dr. Zeno staub head of vontobel asset management, member of 

the executive board of vontobel group
Walden asset management bill apfel managing Principal
Washington state treasurer James l. mcintire state treasurer
West Yorkshire Pension fund councillor ian greenwood chair, investment Panel
Winslow management company Jack robinson President
Yes bank rana Kapoor founder/md/ceo
Zegora investment management ltd. silvio mattanza managing director
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About	IIGCC

The Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) is a forum for 
collaboration on climate change for European investors. The group’s objective is to 
catalyse greater investment in a low-carbon economy by bringing investors together to 
use their collective influence with companies, policymakers and investors. The group 
currently has 56 members, representing assets of around €4trillion.

Contact: Stephanie Pfeifer at spfeifer@theclimategroup.org Web: www.iigcc.org

About	INCR

The Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR) is a North American network of institutional 
investors focused on addressing the financial risks and investment opportunities posed by 
climate change. INCR currently has over 80 members with more than $9trillion in assets. 
INCR is a project of Ceres, a coalition of investors and environmental groups working to 
integrate sustainability into the capital markets.

Contact: Kylee McGee Hamilton at mcgee@ceres.org Web: www.incr.com

About	IGCC

The IGCC represents institutional investors operating in Australia and New Zealand, 
with assets around AU$500bn, and others in the investment community interested in 
the impact of climate change on investments. The IGCC aims to ensure that the risks 
and opportunities associated with climate change are incorporated into investment 
decisions for the ultimate benefit of individual investors. 

Contact: Nathan Fabian at secretariat@igcc.org.au Web: www.igcc.org.au

About	UNEP	FI

UNEP FI is a global partnership between UNEP and the financial sector. Over �70 
institutions, including banks, insurers, fund managers and investors, work with UNEP 
to understand the impacts of environmental and social considerations on financial 
performance.

Contact: Paul Clements-Hunt at pch@unep.ch Web: www.unepfi.org 
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